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Hamas’s goals: Subjugation and Genocide
Hamas:
-The subjugation of the Christian world will begin in Rome
-“No Jew will be left on the face of this earth”
by Itamar Marcus and Nan Jacques Zilberdik
Younis Astal, MP: “Soon Rome will be conquered”
“Soon, Allah willing, Rome will be
conquered, like Constantinople was
conquered, according to the prophecy of
our Prophet Muhammad. Their capital
will be the first post of the Islamic
conquests that will spread all over
Europe then it will turn to the two
Americas and even to eastern Europe...
In this mission of saving humanity from
the Fire [of Hell], of which they are on
the brink.”
[Al-Aqsa (Hamas) TV, April 11, 2008]

Palestinian cleric: “Quran sentences Jews to extermination”
“The Meccan [Quran] chapter entitled "Jews" or "Children of Israel" is remarkable... It's
about today's Jews, those of our century, and only speaks of extermination and digging
graves. This chapter sentences the Jews to extermination before a single Jew existed on
earth.” [Al-Aqsa TV (Hamas), July 13, 2008]

Hamas children’s program: “Slaughter the Jews”
Nassur: "There won't be any Jews or
Zionists, Allah willing. They'll be erased."
Host: "They'll be chased away…"
Host: "We don't want to do anything to
them, just expel them from our land."
Nassur: "We want to slaughter them, so
they will be expelled from our land,
right?"
Host: "Yes. That's right. We will expel
them from our land using all means."
Nassur: "And if they don't want [to go]
peacefully, by words or talking, we'll have
to [do it] by slaughter."
[Al-Aqsa (Hamas) TV, Sept. 22, 2009]
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Ziad Abu Al-Haj, Hamas: “The Jews’ children will be exterminated”
"Who is it that is leading the world today in the vicious, all-encompassing war against
Islam and Muslims? The answer is clear: it is the Jewish nation. It is the Jews who today
are leading the all-encompassing war against Muslims... We, the Muslims, know the
nature of Jews the best, because the Holy Quran taught us. The prophetic traditions
explained at length to Muslims the true nature of Jews... Their war and their hatred for
Muhammad and Islam is in their souls, they are naturally disposed to it... The Jews want
to destroy every inch... Perhaps their famous book, which they deny [its authenticity] known as The Protocols of the Elders of Zion, but we call it, "The Protocols of the
imbeciles of Zion" - in this book, my brothers, the Jews set down their plan to besiege the
entire world by land, by air, and by sea - conceptually, economically, and its
communications, as is happening today... The time will come, by the will of Allah, when
their property will be destroyed and their children will be exterminated, and no Jew
or Zionist will be left on the face of this earth." [Al-Aqsa (Hamas) TV, April 3, 2009]

Younis Astal, MP: Jews to face yet another Holocaust
Headline: "Suffering by Fire is Jews' destiny in this world and next."
"... you will taste the punishment of Scorching Fire." [Quran 3:181]
"This [Quran] verse threatens the Jews with the punishment of Fire... the reason for the
punishment of Fire is it is fitting
retribution for what they have done... but
the urgent question is, is it possible that
they will have the punishment of Fire in
this world, before the great punishment
[of Fire in Hell]? ...many of the [Islamic]
religious leaders believe that the [Jews']
punishment of Fire is in this world,
before the next world... Therefore we
are sure that the Holocaust is still to
come upon the Jews." [Hamas MP in his
regular column in Al-Rissala (Hamas
weekly), March 13, 2008]
Text: “We shall knock on Heaven’s doors
with the skulls of Jews!” [Hamas website]

Hamas official paper: “Extermination of Jews is good for the world”
"We find more than once condemnation and denunciation to the resistance operations
and bombings [suicide attacks], carried out by Hamas and the Palestinian resistance
branches. There is no other choice but to use restraint regarding the condemnation, the
attaching of the label of terror [to "resistance"], and the assembling of conferences [for]
condemnation [of the attacks]. [This] so that everyone will know, that we did this only
because our Lord commanded so, “I did it not of my own accord” [Quran] and so that
people will know that the extermination of Jews is good for the inhabitants of the worlds
on a land, to which Allah gave his blessing for the sake of the inhabitants of the worlds.”
[Al-Rissala (Hamas weekly), April 23, 2007]

